BASE
- for custom made seats

New

The flexible solution for
custom made seats

BASE
Suitable for moulded seats and other
custom made solutions
 Round back pibes for custom made seats
 Back unit suitable for both custom made
seats and Netti Seating System
 Solid seat plate

Sitting variation
 Tilt and recline ensures variation for the user
during long time seating.
 Provides the necessary rest and relief.
 Forward tilt for activity and easy transfer.

It is in the details
 Ergonomical position of backrest hinge prevents forward sliding when reclining.
 In combination with the foot supports bad
sitting position, shear forces and pressure
ulcers are prevented.

Intelligent foot supports
 Position of the knee angle is adapted to the
biomechanics of the human body.
 The compensating leg length adjustment
ensures optimum pressure distribution and
stability - in all sitting positions
 The knee can be kept in a 90° angle when
the chair is upright
 Unintentional change of position is
prevented.

Compact
 The total width of the chair is only 18
cm wider than the seat width.
30 x 45mm

30mm

Seat width

35-50 cm
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Seat depth

42,5-55 cm
(37,5-50 cm)

Back height

Seat height

Max load

50 cm
(60 cm)

46,5-50 cm
excl. cushion

125 kg

Weight

28-29,5 kg
excl. cushions

Tilt

-8° - +22°

Back recline

92°-137°

Crash tested

45mm
ISO 7176-19

The flexible solution for custom made seats
With the introduction of the Netti 4U | BASE it’s possible to get the benefits of the Netti wheelchairs when
you need a custom made seat solution:

DDLight weight
DDEasy to manouvre
DDHigh degree of flexibility
DDMany adjustment possibilities
DDLarge assortment of accessories

Backrest design allows multiple
solutions
The Netti 4U | BASE was developed to
offer an optimal solution for custom made
seats, including moulds. The back pipes
are designed to fit for a multiple choice of
custom made seats.

Stabilising velcro backrest

Ergonomic armrests

The velcro backrest known from our other
wheelchairs can also be used on the Netti
4U | BASE, allowing usage of the Netti
Seating System.

The armrests are ergonomically shaped
and have several built-in features. When
not in use, the armrests can be swung
back. By pressing the red button the
armrest pads can be pushed forward and
backward into the ideal position, whether
you are seated in the chair or at a table, or
when standing up from the chair.
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Accessories

Subject to changes and misprints. Version 1 – 2012.

As known from our other Netti wheelchairs, Alu Rehab
offers a wide range of accessories for Netti 4U | BASE.
This makes it possible to fit the wheelchair to the
individual user - and not the opposite way around. The
accessories from Alu Rehab can be used across most
of our Netti wheelchairs making the solution flexible
and economic.
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